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 The Top Pick: Both Playground Sessions and Flowkey have good, thorough course options. However, we think that Playground Sessions wins this round . App Scratches We already mentioned Flowkey, but we'll list two more in this section: - Crickster: Make a signup form that's super simple and focuses on building an audience with an offer for a free email course - Vapid: Make a course that's
designed to make people more Vapid. This is something a lot of people are missing, and we know that going in Content Marketers As content marketing gurus know, it's best to spend time building your audience and educating them, before trying to sell them anything. But how can you be sure that your audience is ready to buy? Well, it can be a bit of an art. Just like teaching people how to ride a bike,

you should give your audience the chance to build some skills along the way. The winner here is... Flowkey. They offer a powerful platform for teaching your customers, which will build a personal relationship with them along the way. Course Design Lists are good, but they are often too focused on how to learn a specific skill, when what they should be focused on is how to become an expert in a
particular field. The winner here is both Playground Sessions and Offerbox. Both offer a course of action, with a list of things to do. But, what sets them apart is the design of the course. The content is designed to provide clarity for customers and ongoing action for experts, which is exactly what your audience needs to get the job done. The Content and Copy This is a section that we won't always

cover, but since it's important for you to do, we'll give you an extra tip here. This is why Paypal created the Creator Checklist. It allows you to quickly and easily turn your ideas into content and promotional messages. Whether you're making the check list before creating, or filling it out after creating, this is an essential feature that you can't live without. The winner here is Flowkey, not just because of
the Creator Checklist, but because of the fact that they've placed the Creator Checklist at the very top of the homepage. A standard disclaimer here: The Creator Checklist is, like 82157476af
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